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Course title  

Course duration  

Audience  

4GL Essentials  

Equivalent to 32 hoursof Instructor-led training 

Application Developers  

Description  
This course is for developers who are new to Progress and who want to get started  
programming in the Progress 4GL. The 4GL is useful to developers writing  
applications using any of the user interfaces: GUI, Character, WebSpeed, Web  
Client, etc. Therefore, this is a foundation course that serves as a prerequisite to  
several other courses in the curriculum.  

The Progress 4GL has many built-in powerful features that help you write business  
applications and manage multi-user database access. To get the most out of this  
course, you should already have some experience in another programming language,  
and should be familiar with constructs such as looping, assignment, conditional  
branching and modularity. In this course, you learn how to program these types of  
constructs using the Progress 4GL. You also learn how to use the 4GL to access and  
manipulate data, write and run procedures, and design and code application logic.  
This course uses the Procedure Editor and the AppBuilder as tools to write and test  
your code.  

Materials you receive include a Course Guide – which includes hands-on labs and  
step-by-step solutions – as well as a CD with example code and lab files with  
solutions.  

Also available online with a subscription to the Progress Education Community.  

Version compatibility  
This course is compatible with Progress Version 9 and OpenEdge 10.  
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What you will learn 
After taking this class, students should be able to:   

• Work with the Progress Procedure Editor, AppBuilder, and other application  
development tools.   

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Set up a development database  
Retrieve and display data from a Progress database  
Access subsets of data using queries 
Create, update, and delete records  
Manage transactions and record locks  
Trap errors and code responses to error conditions  
Design modular and reusable code   
Design business logic that is separate from UI logic  
Follow recommended programming techniques and standards  

Prerequisites  
There are no prerequisite courses in the Progress curriculum as this is the foundation  
course. However, you should have some programming experience in another  
language and should already be able to:  

• 
• 

List the three types of inter table relationships possible in a relational database.  
Identify and apply the structured programming constructs of:  
• 
• 
• 
• 

Assignment  
Looping  
Conditional branching  
Modularity (e.g., subroutine or function)  

    


